Dark matter direct-detection searches for weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) are commonly limited in sensitivity by neutron and gamma backgrounds from the decay of radioactive isotopes. Several common radioisotopes in detector construction materials are found in long decay chains, notably those headed by 238 U, 235 U, and 232 Th. Gamma radioassay using Ge detectors identifies decay rates of a few of the radioisotopes in each chain, and typically assumes that the chain is in secular equilibrium. If the chains are out of equilibrium, detector background rates can be elevated significantly above expectation. In this work we quantify the increase in neutron and γ production rates from an excess of various sub-chains of the 238 U decay chain. We find that the 226 Ra sub-chain generates ×10 higher neutron flux per decay than the 238 U early sub-chain and 210 Pb sub-chain, in materials with high (α,n) neutron yields. Typical gamma screening results limit potential 238 U early sub-chain activity to ×20-60 higher than 226 Ra sub-chain activity. Monte Carlo simulation is used to quantify the contribution of the sub-chains of 238 U to low-energy nuclear recoil (NR) and electron recoil (ER) backgrounds in simplified one tonne liquid Ar and liquid Xe detectors. NR and ER rates generated by 238 U sub-chains in the Ar and Xe detectors are found after comparable fiducial and multiple-scatter cuts. The Xe detector is found to have ×12 higher signal-to-background for 100 GeV WIMPs over neutrons than the Ar detector. ER backgrounds in both detectors are found to increase weakly for excesses of 238 U early sub-chain and 210 Pb sub-chain relative to 226 Ra sub-chain. Experiments in which backgrounds are NR-dominated are sensitive to undetected excesses of 238 U early sub-chain and 210 Pb sub-chain concentrations. Experiments with ER-dominated backgrounds are relatively insensitive to these excesses.
Introduction
Direct WIMP dark matter searches are typically limited by backgrounds caused by neutron and γ interactions in the target material. The primary source of these particles is radioactive decay from contaminants in detector materials or the laboratory. The most common of these contaminants which produce notable backgrounds are the primordial radioisotopes 238 U, 235 U and 232 Th. These radioisotopes are the parents of lengthy decay chains, shown in Fig. 1 and 2 . Decay chain data is taken from [1] . Several isotopes from these chains decay with half-lives much longer than the typical lifetimes of dark matter experiments ( 10 years). The removal of these long-lived isotopes from the decay chains, e.g. from chemical processing, can lead to quasi-permanent breaks in secular equilibrium. If chain breakage results in the removal of radioisotopes used during γ radioassay, then assay results will lead to an underrepresentation of the total number of radionuclides present in the material.
In this work, we quantify the effects of primordial radioisotope chain disequilibrium on neutron and γ emission. Monte Carlo is used to estimate the impact of these changes on a liquid Xe detector similar to the current LUX and XENON TPC designs [2, 3, 4, 5] . A model liquid Ar detector of equal mass, similar to the ArDM and DarkSide designs [6, 7] , is used to estimate the impact of chain disequilibrium on Ar targets.
Screening Methodologies
The most common method for measuring radioisotope concentrations in construction materials is to expose material samples to a high-sensitivity Ge detector [2, 8, 9, 10, 11] . This method yields a direct measurement of the γ energy spectrum emitted by all radioisotopes in the material. This method is well-suited to screening large quantities of construction materials in a single screening run, which is crucial for experiments which use very large quantities of these materials in close proximity to their active targets. This also enables γ screeners to average over any variations in radioisotope concentration with position in the sample. Gamma screening yields comparable sensitivity per γ emitted for all radioisotopes. For these reasons, γ radioassay is widely used as the primary radioassay method for material screening programs in low background experiments.
Isotopes with low γ emission probability per decay are identified with relatively high upper limits. This means that γ screening is relatively insensitive to several radioisotopes shown in the decay chains in Fig. 1 and 2 . Typical γ detectors also have backgrounds which fall exponentially with increasing energy, with an order of magnitude or greater change in background rate between 100 keV and 1000 keV. This generally leads to the preferential use of high-energy γ lines for radioisotope identification. Standard identification of the 238 U and 232 Th chains uses γ lines >300 keV. Mass spectrometry techniques can also be used to identify radioisotopes in material samples [8, 9] . In principle, this technique can be useful for distinguishing radioisotopes which have a low γ emission intensity, and would therefore escape detection by Ge screeners. However, these techniques are limited in their ability to detect daughter nuclei in long decay chains. In secular equilibrium, the ratios of daughter isotope to head isotope half-lives determines the concentrations of the daughter isotopes. In the case of the decay chains in Fig. 1 and 2 , the parent half-lives are higher than those of the daughters by 4-25 orders of magnitude. Mass spectrometry can therefore set meaningful upper limits only on the head isotopes of the decay chains. Mass spectrometry also samples very small quantities of material in a given run, which leads to potential error in inhomogeneous samples.
Chain Disequilibrium for Primordial Radionuclides

3.1.
238 U Chain
In principle, disequilibrium can be introduced at any stage in a decay chain. However, disequilibrium is only relevant to dark matter experiments in the case that disequilibrium occurs by removing an isotope with a half-life comparable to or greater than the timescale of the experiment. This timescale is typically measured in years. From Fig. 1 The definition of the 226 Ra sub-chain is conservative for this study. If breakage occurs below 226 Ra, the relatively short half-lives of the daughters (set by 222 Rn at 3.8 days) will lead to reestablishment of equilibrium well before radioassay measurements are performed. Breakage above 226 Ra will lessen the effect of disequilibrium on detector backgrounds, since there will be fewer unaccounted radioisotopes in excess. Setting 226 Ra as the parent of the middle sub-chain therefore leads to the greatest potential for impact of the sub-chain on detector backgrounds. The specific details of equilibrium breakage are dependent on the chemical processes used in the treatment of materials. We do not address these processes in this work, but instead make simple conservative assumptions about the disequilibrium scenario.
Although γ rays from the 238 U early sub-chain have considerably lower branching ratios than those from the 226 Ra sub-chain, typical γ counters can still place useful upper limits on 238 U early sub-chain activity. The ratio of 238 U early sub-chain limits to 226 Ra sub-chain limits set by γ counting is comparable to the ratio of the intensities of the γ rays used to identify these sub-chains. For the 226 Ra sub-chain, the typical energies used for identification are the 352 keV and 609 keV lines, with branching ratios of 36% and 47% respectively. The 238 U early sub-chain is generally identified by the 1.0 MeV line from 234 Pa, which has an intensity a factor ×1/60 and ×1/80 that of the 352 keV and 609 keV lines, respectively. Variability in detection efficiency and detector backgrounds can result in a wide range of upper limits for the 238 U early sub-chain relative to the 226 Ra sub-chain, with typical ratios ranging from ×20-60 [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] .
The 238 U chain contains one long-lived radioisotope after the 226 Ra sub-chain, 210 Pb, with a half-life of 22 years. The 210 Pb chain contains no high-energy γ rays with high branching ratios, so the expected increase in detector ER backgrounds is minimal. However, one of the 210 Pb sub-chain daughters undergoes α decay, potentially leading to neutron generation. This work also considers neutron generation from the 210 Pb sub-chain. It should be noted that 210 Pb and its daughters do not produce γ rays which are easily observable in typical radioassay Ge detectors. Gamma emission comes primarily from 210 Pb decay, with a 4% branching ratio for generation of a 46 keV γ. The mean free path of this γ is 4 cm in H 2 O. The γ is easily absorbed within bulk samples before reaching the Ge detector, thereby heavily suppressing its signal and greatly raising upper limits on its activity. Gamma screening backgrounds are also typically high in the energy range around 46 keV, further weakening upper limit activity measurements. Screening results for 210 Pb are therefore typically not reported in γ radioassays. We do not attempt to quantify likely concentrations of the 210 Pb sub-chain in this work.
235 U Chain
The concentration of 235 U in nature is 0.7% that of 238 U. Standard chemical processes do not alter the 235 U / 238 U ratio in materials. It is therefore common to assume that screened materials have a natural ratio of 235 U / 238 U, which sets a much lower limit on the amount of 235 U than does direct counting. Since 235 U and its daughters are not directly measured, 235 U chain disequilibrium is not addressed in this work.
If γ screening misidentifies the amount of 238 U in a material due to a factor ×1/60 deficit in the 226 Ra sub-chain, then the amount of 235 U will be misidentified by the same factor. In this scenario, the 235 U decay rate could potentially be 50% of the 226 Ra sub-chain decay rate. However, the 235 U chain has one less α emission per parent decay than the 238 U chain, a comparable mean α energy, and lower-energy γ rays with lower intensities.
235 U will contribute neutron and γ backgrounds no larger than those already present from existing 226 Ra in the experiment, as discussed in Sec. 5 and 6. It is also notable that, in this scenario, the 235 U chain would be detectable in γ radioassay by the 185 keV γ line from 235 U decay.
3.3.
232 Th Chain 228 Th daughters would indicate that processing techniques had induced disequilibrium in the isotope chain before counting. This could serve as an indicator for potential disequilibrium conditions in the 238 U chain in the same material, as processes which removed Ra isotopes and left Th isotopes would be identified.
4.
U α Emission Spectra and Neutron Yields
Experiments searching for low-energy NR signals are particularly sensitive to backgrounds from neutron scattering. With sufficient external shielding material, neutron generation from radionuclides in detector materials contributes the dominant NR rate in the target volume. Neutron generation from detector materials comes primarily from spontaneous fission ( 238 U having the most significant contribution through this channel), and from (α,n) interactions. Disequilibrium in primordial radionuclide chains can lead to an underestimation of α-generating isotopes, leading in turn to an underestimation of neutron yields from detector materials.
Neutron yields vary by orders of magnitude across the spectrum of α energies associated with 238 U chain isotopes, as described in a review of (α,n) yields by Heaton et al. [14] . The neutron rate from a given sub-chain convolves neutron yield as a function of α energy with the α energies of each sub-chain. For 238 U isotopes, α energy spectra are shown in Fig. 3 . The neutron spectrum as a function of initial α energy E α,0 for material comprised of an element with molar mass A is calculated as
where Y (E α,0 , E n ) is the neutron yield per incident α particle with energy E α,0 ; σ (E α , E n ) is the (α,n) cross section for incoming α energy E α and outgoing neutron energy E n ; and S α (E α ) is the α stopping power for the material. The methodology follows that described in [15] . The (α,n) cross sections were calculated for several elements using the TALYS 1.4 simulation program [16] . S α data were taken from the ASTAR database [17] . Integrated neutron production rates were compared to those listed in Heaton and found to match within a factor of two, with an average overproduction by a factor of 20%. The exception is C, for which the neutron yield is calculated to be an average ×5 higher than that reported in Heaton. The TALYS cross section results for C match measurements reported in [18] , and are used for this work. Yield curves integrated over all neutron energies are shown in Fig. 4 . We define the ratio of 238 U early sub-chain to 226 Ra sub-chain X. We then define the (α,n) neutron yield multiplier from chain equilibrium Γ (X, E n ), which is the fractional increase in yield for neutrons with energy E n over the case of full-chain equilibrium, as a function of X. X=1 corresponds to 238 U chain equilibrium. Γ (X, E n ) is calculated as
where j and k are iterators spanning over the α particles generated from the 238 U early sub-chain and full 238 U decay chain in equilibrium, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the total neutron generation rate integrated over all neutron energies, Γ (X, E n ) dE n , as a function of X for several common elements in detector construction materials. The summed neutron yield per sub-chain decay for all 238 U sub-chains is given in Table 1 .
Shown separately in Fig. 5 is the 238 U spontaneous fission rate, equal to 5.4 × 10 −7 fissions per 238 U decay [19] . For materials with a low neutron yield below 5 MeV α energy, fission gives the dominant neutron yield in the case of 238 U early sub-chain excess. It should be noted that an extremely conservative model is used where each spontaneous fission event contributes a single neutron, with no other prompt emission. In reality, spontaneous fission promptly releases multiple neutrons and/or γ rays. The chance of veto of these events is extremely high due to multiple-scatter and high-energy event rejection in many dark matter detectors. It is interesting to note the (α,n) yields for direct incidence of α particles on Ar and Xe target materials. The yield curves as a function of incident α energy are shown in Fig. 6 Table 1 : 238 U sub-chain (α,n) neutron yields per parent decay, multiplied by 10 8 , for common detector construction materials. Yields are calculated from α energies in Fig. 3 and (α,n) neutron yields in Fig. 4 . Yields from the 238 U early sub-chain do not include contributions from 238 U spontaneous fission, the probability for which is 5.4 × 10 −7 . 226 Ra sub-chain decay rate, as a function of 238 U early sub-chain / 226 Ra sub-chain ratio X, for various materials. Overlaid is the yield from 238 U spontaneous fission, assuming that fission yields single neutrons which cannot be vetoed by accompanying neutrons or γ rays. Lines are shown for F (dark solid), Al (dark dashed), Ti (medium solid), C (medium dashed), Fe (light solid), Cu (light dashed), and spontaneous fission (dark dashdotted). Typical γ radioassay measurements limit the potential 238 U early fraction excess to ×20-60. 
5.
U Disequilibrium Impact on Neutron Backgrounds for Dark Matter Experiments
The impact of neutrons on dark matter sensitivity was assessed by direct comparison of projected NR rates from neutrons and WIMPs. The example of fluoridated material (e.g. PTFE, or Teflon R ) was chosen for this study due to its relatively high neutron yield over other common detector construction materials. The neutron energy spectrum from (α,n) on F was calculated from Eq. 1 for the 238 U early sub-chain, 226 Ra sub-chain, and 210 Pb sub-chain. The 238 U spontaneous fission neutron spectrum was added to the 238 U early chain. The spectra are shown in Fig. 7 . The impact of 238 U chain disequilibrium is assessed by Monte Carlo for one tonne ideal liquid Ar and liquid Xe dark matter detectors. The simulations are based on the Geant4 toolkit [20] . The detectors have a cylindrical geometry with 1:1 aspect ratio, and are surrounded by a cylindrical water shield of thickness 1 m. Neutrons are thrown from the border between the target material and the water shield, representing activity from detector internals. The neutron scatter rate is then found in a cylindrical 500 kg fiducial region with 1:1 aspect ratio. A single-scatter cut is applied, requiring events to have an energy-weighted standard deviation of <2 cm in radius and <0.5 cm in height, comparable to the typical spatial resolution for Xe TPC detectors [3, 21] . Single-scatter cut efficiency is insensitive to the exact length threshold used. Rates are plotted as a function of recoil energy in Fig. 8 , normalized per neutron emitted.
The projected WIMP signal as a function of WIMP mass M χ is shown in Fig. 9 for both Ar and Xe detectors. A WIMP-nucleon spin-independent interaction cross-section of 10 −45 cm 2 is used. Overlaid are neutron scatter rates for each of the 238 U sub-chains, after application of analysis cuts. A parent rate of 1 Bq is assumed for each sub-chain. WIMP and neutron rates are calculated from Fig. 8 in the energy range 50-100 keV nr for the Ar detector [22] , and 5-30 keV nr for the Xe detector [2, 3, 24] , where keV nr is defined as energy deposited in the detector by NR. WIMP rates are shown as bands which illustrate the projected change in sensitivity if the lower bound of the WIMP search window is lowered to 30 keV nr for the Ar detector [6] and 2 keV nr for the Xe detector [23] . Neutron rates increase by <×2 in these scenarios.
For both Ar and Xe detectors, the 238 U early sub-chain contributes ×1/10 the neutron rate of the 226 Ra sub-chain. The increase closely tracks the raw neutron emission rate as a function of 238 U early chain imbalance in Fig. 5 , indicating insensitivity to the exact shape of the neutron energy spectra in Fig. 7 . The neutron rates in the two detectors are comparable in their respective WIMP search energy regions. The Xe detector takes advantage of its low energy threshold for a high WIMP detection rate. The WIMP signal rate in the Xe detector is a factor ×12 above background and a factor ×40 above the WIMP rate in the Ar detector, at M χ = 100 GeV. The Xe detector shows greater resilience against neutron backgrounds due to its higher WIMP signal rate, and is able to achieve comparable discovery potentials to the Ar detector with an order of magnitude higher background, or detect WIMPs with an order of magnitude lower interaction cross-section at comparable background levels.
238 U Disequilibrium Impact on γ Backgrounds for Dark Matter Experiments
The γ energy emission spectra for the 238 U early sub-chain, 226 Ra sub-chain, and 210 Pb subchain are shown in Fig. 10 . Gamma emission from the 238 U early sub-chain and 210 Pb sub-chain is subdominant in both intensity and energy to that from the 226 Ra sub-chain. This limits the impact of 238 U chain disequilibrium on ER backgrounds. ER backgrounds from 238 U disequilibrium is assessed by Monte Carlo, using the detector and emission geometries for one tonne liquid Ar and liquid Xe detectors described in Sec. 5. Gamma Figure 8 : NR spectra in simulated one tonne (a) liquid Ar and (b) liquid Xe detectors, using geometry as described in Sec. 6. Recoil spectra correspond to neutrons generated from the 238 U early sub-chain (upward arrows),
226 Ra sub-chain (stars), and 210 Pb sub-chain (downward arrows), with incident neutron energy spectra given in Fig. 7 . Black dashed vertical bars indicate typical WIMP search windows for both detectors, with gray bars indicating potential improvements in low-energy threshold. Rates are found in a 500 kg cylindrical fiducial volume. A cut removing multiple scatter events is applied. −45 cm 2 is assumed. Neutron rates correspond to 1 Bq of 238 U early sub-chain (upward arrows), 226 Ra sub-chain (stars), and 210 Pb sub-chain (downward arrows). Note that 238 U early sub-chain and 210 Pb sub-chain NR rates overlap for the Ar detector, at 7 × 10 −8 . Rates are calculated using NR energy windows of 50-100 keV nr for Ar and 5-30 keV nr for Xe. WIMP rates are shown as bands illustrating the effect of lowering the detection threshold to 30 keV nr for Ar and 2 keV nr for Xe, as shown in Fig. 8 . energies following the probability distribution shown in Fig. 10 , for each of the 238 U sub-chains, are thrown from the border between the target material and the water shield, representing activity from detector internals. Position cuts are used to remove multiple-scatter events, as well as events which deposit energy outside of the fiducial volume. Details of these cuts are discussed in Sec. 5.
ER event rates are found at low energies and normalized per keV ee , where keV ee is defined as energy deposited in the detector by ER. The recoil energy spectrum in both Ar and Xe detectors is flat below the 46.5 keV ee peak from 210 Pb decay. Rates are estimated in the range 1-45 keV ee . Fiducial rate as a function of mass is shown in Fig. 11 for both detectors. Three scenarios are considered, in which the 238 U early / 226 Ra sub-chain fraction X is 1, 10 or 100. The number of γ rays passing the analysis cuts described above and depositing energy within the fiducial region is shown in units of counts keV −1 ee kg −1 day −1 (Bq 226 Ra) −1 . Fiducial volume shape is optimized to yield the lowest activity, while keeping the fiducial boundary convex.
Both Ar and Xe detectors are insensitive to a disequilibrium condition of X=10. At 500 kg fiducial mass, fiducial activity is increased by 10% for the Ar detector, and 9% for the Xe detector. Event rates are significantly increased for both detectors in the case of X=100, with a factor ×2.2 increase for the Ar detector, and a factor ×2.0 increase for the Xe detector. Holding the event rate constant from the equilibrium case, a factor ×100 imbalance results in the loss of 73 kg fiducial mass for the Ar detector and 60 kg for the Xe detector, starting at a 500 kg fiducial in equilibrium. The case of X=100 is used as a conservative example; standard γ counting techniques are typically sensitive to imbalances a factor ×1/2 this number or lower.
For completeness, the impact of an excess of 210 Pb sub-chain rate relative to 226 Ra sub-chain rate is shown in Fig. 12 . The only significant γ emission in the 210 Pb sub-chain comes from the 46.5 keV γ from 210 Pb decay. The penetration length of this γ is 8 mm in Ar and 0.2 mm in Xe, and thus does not represent a significant background addition after modest fiducial cuts.
The spectrum of γ rays passing analysis cuts and contributing fiducial backgrounds is shown in Fig. 13 . A 500 kg cylindrical fiducial mass with 1:1 aspect ratio was used, with single-scatter and energy cuts used as described above. The photoelectric cross-section is equal to or greater than the Compton cross-section for energies below 75 keV for Ar and 300 keV for Xe. Below these energies, γ mean free path drops sharply with energy.
The 500 kg fiducial ER rate in the Ar detector is a factor ×30 that of the Xe detector at 500 kg. However, Ar detectors can utilize powerful discrimination against ER events through characterization of the scintillation time constant, potentially reaching ER discrimination power of 10 9 [6, 22] . Xenon detectors rely on differences in ionization to scintillation ratio for ER discrimination, with typical values in the range 10 2 -10 3 , dependent on electric field strength [3, 25, 26] . In the case of Ar, ER backgrounds from detector components are subdominant to contributions from 39 Ar, a 565 keV endpoint β emitter with a rate of 1 Bq kg −1 in natural Ar. For a 500 kg fiducial, backgrounds from detector components only become relevant if 39 Ar is removed to a factor ×10 −5 of its natural value, assuming a 1 Bq concentration of 238 U in equilibrium in detector internals. By using Ar found in natural gas wells, the 39 Ar concentration has been shown to be reduced by a factor ×10 −2 from its typical atmospheric concentration [27] .
Conclusions
We find that the 238 U early sub-chain, 226 Ra sub-chain, and 210 Pb sub-chain from the 238 U decay chain have significantly different neutron yields per decay. For typical detector construction materials, the (α,n) neutron yield increases by one to three orders of magnitude as α energy increases 238 U chain equilibrium), ×10 (dashed), and ×100 (dotted). The concentrations of 238 U early sub-chain and 226 Ra sub-chain isotopes are held constant in all scenarios, while the concentration of 210 Pb sub-chain isotopes is varied. Cuts are used as described in Fig. 11 . 226 Ra sub-chain contributes four α particles over a broader range, with energies spanning 4.8-7.8 MeV. If the 238 U early sub-chain has an order of magnitude greater concentration than the 226 Ra sub-chain, then the total neutron emission rate increases by only ×2-4, where the precise increase depends on the target material. A two order of magnitude increase results in a ×10 increase in total neutron emission rate. If a material has a low (α,n) yield, then neutron emission is dominated by spontaneous fission from 238 U. This leads to a more linear relationship between neutron yield and the ratio of 238 U early subchain to 226 Ra sub-chain. In practice, spontaneous fission events are vetoed by their simultaneous generation of multiple neutrons and MeV γ rays, which would interact in the active region of the detector.
Typical γ screening with Ge detectors is ×20-60 more sensitive to 226 Ra sub-chain decay than to 238 U early sub-chain decay. This is due to the low emission probability per decay of highenergy gammas (>300 keV) from the 238 U early sub-chain compared to the 226 Ra sub-chain. If 238 U early sub-chain concentration is ×20(60) greater than 226 Ra sub-chain concentration, then neutron emission from high (α,n) yield materials such as F and Al is increased by a factor ×2(6). Mass spectrometry techniques can potentially detect 238 U directly. However, these techniques are insensitive to 238 U decay chain daughters due to their low concentrations, given their relatively small half-lives. Inhomogeneity in 238 U sub-chain concentrations within material samples can also significantly skew mass spectrometry results, which only sample small amounts of material. Gamma screening techniques sample large masses, and average well over inhomogeneous materials. For large dark matter detectors, bulk counting is crucial for sampling all detector construction materials, as there can be many tonnes of material used in close proximity to the detector active region.
Background neutron event rates from 238 U early sub-chain, 226 Ra sub-chain, and 210 Pb subchain decays in high (α,n) yield materials has been assessed by Monte Carlo for simplified one tonne liquid Ar and liquid Xe detectors. We find that the Xe detector has a signal-to-background ratio ×12 higher than the Ar detector, over neutron events from a similar level of 238 U chain isotope concentration, for identification of 100 GeV WIMPs. The 226 Ra sub-chain dominates neutron backgrounds per decay when compared to the 238 U early sub-chain and 210 Pb sub-chain by an order of magnitude. For a given sub-chain, the Ar and Xe detectors have similar neutron event rates when considering WIMP search energy windows of 50-100 keV nr and 5-30 keV nr respectively, which are typically quoted for these detectors.
Gamma backgrounds for Ar and Xe tonne-scale detectors are impacted negligibly by an excess of 238 U early sub-chain or 210 Pb sub-chain activity relative to 226 Ra sub-chain activity, for typically quoted γ screening limits. For the Xe detector, ER backgrounds from γ rays in the 500 kg fiducial are increased by only ×1.1 and ×2 when 238 U early sub-chain concentration is increased by a factor ×10 and ×100 from full-chain equilibrium, respectively. The 210 Pb sub-chain has negligible contribution, even at rates ×100 higher than in full-chain equilibrium. The Ar detector has comparable sensitivity to 238 U early sub-chain and 210 Pb sub-chain excesses as the Xe detector. Argon detector ER backgrounds are typically dominated by β backgrounds from 39 Ar, which contribute an ER rate in the 500 kg fiducial which is ×10 5 higher than activity from 1 Bq of 238 U in construction materials. For experiments in which background rates are dominated by NR events from neutrons, 238 U early sub-chain and 210 Pb sub-chain excesses can cause a significant increase in experiment backgrounds over expectations based on the assumption of full-chain equilibrium. A 238 U early sub-chain concentration which is ×60 higher than the 226 Ra sub-chain concentration leaves the possibility of a neutron emission rate which is ×6 higher than the emission rate from full-chain equilibrium, as discussed above. Experiments with NR-dominated backgrounds would then have a background rate ×6 higher than expectations. Experiments which have ER-dominated backgrounds are relatively insensitive to excesses of 238 U early sub-chain and 210 Pb sub-chain concentrations. ER backgrounds increase by less than a factor ×2 for 238 U early sub-chain excesses within γ screening limits, and increase negligibly for a ×100 ratio of 210 Pb sub-chain concentration to 226 Ra concentration. Experiments which have NR-dominated backgrounds can potentially benefit from the use of mass spectrometry screening techniques to directly measure 238 U concentrations in construction materials. These techniques would compliment γ radioassay measurements in order to identify potential disequilibrium conditions. Experiments with ER-dominated backgrounds do not gain significant refinement in background expectation from the use of mass spectrometry counting, and are able to rely on screening from γ radioassay alone.
